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This Landscape art quilt was sketched in the mountains of Colorado.  Feel free to work off of a 

favorite landscape or photo.  Full instructions and templates will be provided in class.  

 
Finished Size: approximately 18” X 14” 

Sewing Machine with a couching foot (optional) and a regular foot.  Please make sure your machine is 

cleaned, oiled, and in good working order. 

Needles (80/12 or 90/14) 

Scissors: Small & Large 

 

Fabric & Interfacing, Etc. 

 Scraps of fabric (ironed) to create mountains, water & sky.  For this art quilt I used purples for 

the mountains, and the same fabric for sky & water, in sunset colors.   Don’t stress over this!  

Batiks work well, anything without distinctive prints.   

 Fabric for the Inner Border (1/4” yd), Outer Border, Binding (1/2 yd of each) & Backing (a little 

over ½ yd).   

 Batting (1/2 yd or large scrap) 

 Fusible web similar to Wonder Under or Steam a Seam-approx. 1yd  

 Medium to heavy fusible interfacing. ½ yd    

 Note: the adding borders and finishing will be demonstrated but done at home. 

 

Threads 

 For the landscape: a lightweight thread to match the mountains.   

 For Thread Painting-a normal weight (approx. 30-50 weight) that will stand out against the 

mountains.  This will be used in the foreground. 

 Heavy thread or yarn for the overhanging trees.  NOTE:  I will be brining a large variety of threads 

for you to use.   

 

Optional:  If you have a small iron and pressing service, bring it.  If not, no worries I will have extras set 

up to share and there are the ironing stations as well).   

 

 

I look forward to sharing my love of landscapes with you.  Using up scraps and capturing your favorite 

photos.  If you are in need of certain fabric colors, please text me, I can bring you fabric!  

Please feel free to text me with any questions.   
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